Appliance Identification
Appliance Manufacturer __________________________ Address.____________
Agent and phone number ______ Name and Model number ______
Weight ______
Serial number ______
Design: Catalytic ____________ Noncatalytic ____________
Insert ____________ Freestanding ____________

Woodheater Description: (Attach figure showing air supplies and firebox configuration)
Materials of construction:

Air Introduction System:

Combustion Control Mechanisms:

Internal Baffles:

Other Features:

Catalyst Specifications
Manufacturer __________________________
Serial Number __________________________
Age __________________________(Hours)
Dimensions __________________________(in.)

Firebox Dimensions
Volume __________________________(ft³)
Length __________________________(in.)
Width __________________________(in.)
Height __________________________(in.)
Adjustments (Describe) ______(in.)

Test Fuel Information
(for each Test Run)
Weight of Test Change ____________(lb)
Number of 2 x 4's __________________
Number of 4 x 4's __________________
Length of test pieces ____________(in.)
Fuel Grade (Certification) ____________Fuel
Moisture Content ____________(%)

Diagram or Photograph of Test Fuel Crib

Figure 28-1. Wood Heater and Test Fuel Information.